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This summary combines speaker notes and 
example slides shown during presentationexample slides shown during presentation.

NOTE:  Some examples are taken from the Swarthmore College p g
website.  Others are borrowed from other institutions’ websites, 
borrowed and modified, or simply made up for illustrative purposes.



PURPOSE of presentation:  Provide a framework and basic 
steps for understanding how to conduct assessment.  
I t d  t i l  Introduce terminology. 

• Academic assessment and assessment of 
administrative functions use same approach  administrative functions use same approach. 
Presentation will use language of admin offices, 
but also applies to academic areas and but also applies to academic areas and 
assessment of student learning.

• Discussion is in terms of assessment of an office 
of function, but can use same principles to assess 
a single project.



Assessment:

Studying whether a particular 
activity is achieving its goals, 
and changing that activity as and changing that activity as 
necessary.



• Swarthmore has always done assessment-
i ll  d i  di  f  h   f internally driven studies for the purpose of 
improvement.  E.g. studies of Honors Program, 
athletics  pricing strategies  etcathletics, pricing strategies, etc

• Now more outside pressures to ensure that our 
efforts more systematic, data-driven, objective.efforts more systematic, data driven, objective.
▫ Middle States 
▫ Families
▫ Prospective students
▫ Donors

bli▫ Public



Components
• Mission
• Goals/ services

Objectives/ Intended outcomes• Objectives/ Intended outcomes
• Measures/ Indicators/ Assessments
• Actions (feedback, improvements, closing the Actions (feedback, improvements, closing the 

loop)

Assessment’s bad reputation may be in part 
because it feels forced by outsiders, AND 
because people try to jump in at the middle – the because people try to jump in at the middle the 
MEASUREMENT step.



Mission
• Purpose of the program or function. What is it 

about  what is it here for  what are its essential about, what is it here for, what are its essential 
values? 

• How does it contribute to the mission of the How does it contribute to the mission of the 
College? 



Examples of Simple Mission Statements

• Swarthmore College Institutional Research:  To 
collect information and conduct research to collect information and conduct research to 
support planning and decision-making across the 
College.

• Swarthmore College Gender Education Office: 
The mission of the Gender Education Office is to The mission of the Gender Education Office is to 
create and sustain a climate at Swarthmore that 
reduces the likelihood of sexual misconduct. f



Example of more detailed Mission StatementE mp f m m

Career Services counsels students and alumni as 
they explore career directions  Since career they explore career directions. Since career 
development is preparation for life, our mission is 
to help students gain self-understanding and 

 h   l  d k ll  h connect their interests, values and skills with 
knowledge about careers and life beyond 
Swarthmore College. In support of that mission, warthm r  g . n upp rt f that m n, 
we build relationships with faculty, colleagues at 
the College and families of our students and 
serve as a resource for employers and graduate serve as a resource for employers and graduate 
schools who offer opportunities. 

(Swarthmore College)



For more elaborate Mission Statements, see:,

Swarthmore College Athletics 
http://www.swarthmore.edu/x3459.xml

Swarthmore College Library  
http://www.swarthmore.edu/x26829.xml



Getting Startedg

• You may already have an implicit mission, 
reflected in web site  job descriptions  annual reflected in web site, job descriptions, annual 
reports

• Look to professional associations and peer Look to professional associations and peer 
institutions for inspiration.

• Writing a mission statement can be a very useful g y
exercise in its own right.  Will drive priorities, 
establish a common understanding among staff.



Assessment
• Mission

• Goals



Goals/ Services

• Given this mission, what are the goals of the 
unit? unit? 

• Goals are more specific than mission, but still 
somewhat broad and long term. somewhat broad and long term. 

• They are the major roles and activities (services) 
of the unit.  For larger units, the goal areas may g , g y
reflect sub-units.  

• What are the key things that your office does?



Examples of Goals for a Residential Life Office

• To match roommates appropriately.
To train Resident Assistants and other • To train Resident Assistants and other 
Residence Life staff who effectively provide 
for the safety  comfort  and well-being of for the safety, comfort, and well being of 
residents.

• To provide programming that contributes to p p g g
student development and enhances student 
life. 



Goals for an Institutional Research Office

• Conduct specialized studies in support of 
campus needs and priorities  campus needs and priorities. 

• Conduct, coordinate, and report on survey 
researchresearch.

• Collect and disseminate campus data for 
internal and external reporting purposes.p g p p

• Serve as a resource for units in need of 
college data or research expertise. 



(From Swarthmore College HR website) Toward this end, the 
Human Resource Department stands ready to: 

• Answer any questions and offer guidance to any employee on any 
work-related matter 

• Help recruit and select the most qualified individuals for any of p q y
our job openings 

• Help prevent, recognize and address workplace problems, 
ensuring fairness and consistency g y

• Assist employees at all levels develop skills needed for their 
professional enrichment 

• Develop effective and competitive compensation and benefit p p p
packages 

• Help others reconcile differences and create a workplace that 
reflects the values of the institution



Assessment
• Mission

• Goals

• Objectives/ Intended Outcomes



Objectives / Intended Outcomej
• These are more specific activities that are 

directed toward specific goals. directed toward specific goals. 
• Objectives should be realistic, given current 

levels of resources, and current activities – not a 
l i iplanning exercise.  

• Should be things the unit can control.
• Think about specific results for each of your • Think about specific results for each of your 

service activities or administrative functions.  
What are the intended outcomes of the goal 
activity?



A word about “goals” and “objectives”

• Terminology is inconsistent across sources, and 
as used by institutionsas used by institutions.

• Swarthmore is not prescribing terminology or 
forms.  Use layers of sub-goals, etc. if that works forms.  Use layers of sub goals, etc. if that works 
for you.

• What is important is that you get to the most p y g
specific level of detail before starting to measure

• A really good “objective” will almost suggest its 
measures.



Sample Objectives for a Registrar’s Office Goal of 
“Maintain and process student records accurately and 
ffi i tl ”efficiently.”
• Fill transcript requests promptly

• Process degree audit requests.

• Maintain student satisfaction with 
registration functions.

• Provide resources to enable students to 
successfully use on-line registration.successfully use on line registration.



Sample Objectives for a Advising Office Goal of 
“Provide comprehensive first year advising through a multi-
h   ”phase program .”
• Students will learn and retain key information 

about College requirements and policies between 
h  i i  i  d h  d f h  

g q p
the orientation experience and the end of the 
first year.

• Students will access resources and opportunities 
to improve study skills, time management, and 
related life skills.

• Students will develop a mentoring relationship 
with specific staff member in the Advising p f ff m m g
Office.



Assessment
• Mission

• Goals

• Objectives/ Intended Outcomes

• Measures/ Indicators



I di t  M tIndicators, Measurements

Th   bl  ti iti  th t fl t th  • These are measurable activities that reflect the 
objectives. 

• Look at each objective.  In what ways can you reflect j y y
your success?  What are the criteria for success? 

• It can be difficult to come up with measurable 
activities that reflect effectivenessactivities that reflect effectiveness.

• We are a college, not a laboratory – we can’t conduct 
experiments. Use multiple measures – few are 

fperfect
• Accumulate helpful information that will inform you 

if your activities are effective and in what ways  you  act t es a e e ect e and in what ways 
they might be improved. 



Sample Indicators for a Advising Office Objective of 
“Students will learn and retain key information about College requirements 
and policies between the orientation experience and the end of the first p p
year.”
• A survey will be administered after orientation 

which asks students whether they understood w u w y u
key policies.

At late spring advising meeting  advisor will ask • At late spring advising meeting, advisor will ask 
student prescribed questions about key policies 
taught at orientation.  Accuracy of responses will 
b  d  d    h h be summarized across students to see which 
policies are and are not retained and understood.

• Can you think of others??



Kinds of measurements:
C     l  ffi i   ( i  i  • Counts, rates, errors -> volume, efficiency.  (Business services, 
development)

• Questionnaire results.  Satisfaction surveys -Client 
satisfaction is important but first asksatisfaction is important but first ask

How to get enough detail to be useful
Is there another way to learn the information
Can you include enough detail to make it useful.

d   (f  )  Cli  h i• Pre- and post- test measures (for outcomes)  Client Behavior
• Rubrics

• Comparison to standards  benchmarks  best practices  peersComparison to standards, benchmarks, best practices, peers
• Focus Groups – less common in assessment, but can be useful 

to get feedback for further study.
• Many, many kinds, limited only by creativityy y y y y



Assessment
• Mission

• Goals

• Objectives/ Intended Outcomes

• Measures/ Indicators/ Assessments

• ACTION



ACTION (“Closing the loop” - the 
point of it all!)point of it all!)
• What have you learned? What are the 

implications?implications?

• The feedback loop is key - what actions • The feedback loop is key what actions 
result from your assessment?

• If you did the first steps well, the results will 
suggest logical actions.



Hypothetical:  
IR Objective: “Respond to requests from publishers IR Objective: Respond to requests from publishers 
of guidebooks with accurate & consistent information, 
by deadlines.” 
O  I di t   P t  f D dli  t h One Indicator:  Percentage of Deadlines met each 
year.  Success = 98%.  Met only 90% of deadlines for 
guidebooks.gu oo s.
• Return to records to determine why 10% missed.
• E.g. May find that not enough lead time was given to 

th  ffi  th t t t ib tother offices that must contribute.
• IR create new policy of distributing survey questions 

within one day of receiving guidebook survey.
Incorporate this step into record keeping and track • Incorporate this step into record-keeping and track 
to see policy was followed. Part of assessment plan.

• Also as part of assessment plan, continue to monitor 
deadline hit rate to determine effectiveness of new deadline hit rate to determine effectiveness of new 
policy.



EXERCISE B k t  Obj tiEXERCISE – Bookstore Objective:
“To provide excellent services and products to 
support faculty and student endeavors in the support faculty and student endeavors in the 
classroom”

• Is it a good objective? If not, how would you 
improve it?p



EXERCISE – Career Services Objective:E E E j

“Seniors will be able to write a high quality,  
effective resume that accurately and positively effective resume that accurately and positively 
portrays their accomplishments and goals.”

• What indicators could be used to assess it?



Getting Startedg

• Try to spell out Mission, Goals, and Objectives as 
much as possible  but don’t wait for them to be much as possible, but don t wait for them to be 
perfect.  You can continue to refine while 
working on measurements.working on measurements.

• Focus on a few objectives first:
▫ Pick one that is very important, whether hard or y p

easy.
▫ Pick one that is manageable and that will give 

d t   i t tgood return on investment



Institutional Research Support
lk h h b ’ h h• Talk through steps, be sure you’ve thought 

through and designed well

• Can discuss and suggest possible measures; let 
you know of data already available or other you know of data already available or other 
projects to piggyback

• Depending on other projects, may be able to 
offer some statistics support.



Pitfalls
• Taking measurements that are not related to goals –

the idea behind following this framework is to avoid 
ll i  i l  d    d fi  h  ’  collecting pointless data.  It defines what we’re 

looking at and why.
• Waiting until the plan is perfect and elegant before 

b i ibeginning
• Collecting so many indicators that results are 

overwhelming (“analysis paralysis”)g y p y
• Collecting Yes/No measures that don’t provide 

meaningful information to help improve.
• Spending more time on measuring things than on p g g g

doing things



Tips and Hintsp
• Take an initial inventory of what information you 

already collect and whyalready collect and why.
• Make record keeping of key information part of your 

normal routine  (“fast” but hard vs. “slow” and easy)   
Set up systems to gather the information going 
forward that you wish you had now.
U   l  li t d  h t li t   Th  l  li t t i  • Use a long list and a short list.  The long list contains 
everything you think is important, the short list 
contains the ~most~ important things.p g

• Start simply and plan to build. 



A few useful definitionsA few useful definitions
• Formative assessments are those undertaken while student learning is taking 

place-perhaps midway through a course or program. Their purpose is usually to 
improve teaching and learning; faculty can give students prompt feedback on their 
strengths and weaknesses and make immediate modifications to classroom activities 
and assignments.

• Summative assessments are those obtained at the end of a course or program. p g
Their purpose is usually to document student learning for  transcripts and for 
employers, donors, legislators, and other external audiences. Students may not 
receive any feedback on their performance other than possible an overall grade or 
score.

• Direct evidence of student learning is tangible, visible, self-explanatory evidence of 
exactly what students have and haven't learned. 

• Indirect evidence, on the other hand, provides signs that students are probably 
learning, bud the evidence of exactly what they are learning is less clear and less 
convincing.

Suskie, L. (2004).  Assessing Student Learning:  A Common Sense Guide. 
Bolton, MA.: Anker, p. 95.


